Abstract-Very fine grained latch-free pipelines are successfully used in critical parts of high performance systems. These approaches are based in Domino logic and multi-phase clock schemes. Reducing the number of logic levels per clock phase and the number of phases to the minimum is a potential way to push the limits of speed. However the implementation of such architectures with just one logic level per clock phase and two clock phases is a challenge which requires extremely fullcustom design and exhibits robustness concerns. In this paper we show that the non-inverting feature of Domino plays a critical role in these difficulties. We analyze and compare the performance of two-phase gate-level pipelines implemented with Domino and with ILP, an inverting dynamic gate we have proposed. Our experiments confirm that ILP pipelines are much more robust and could simplify design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unlike conventional logic styles that alternate flip-flops with combinatorial logic blocks, the design of pipeline architectures without memory elements for high-performance applications requires the adoption of unconventional design techniques based on logic circuits that can inherently block data propagation. In this sense, dynamic logic has been used successfully in the design of high-performance VLSI circuits. Specifically, in [1] , [2] a comprehensive study is carried out on the implementation of Domino logic using an interconnection scheme with several clock phases and without the requirement to place latches between consecutive clock phases. Variants of these high-performance multiphase architectures have been reported [3] , some of which are used to accelerate critical parts of microprocessors. Nanopipeline architectures, with only one gate per clock phase, using two clock phases [4] - [8] exhibit significant advantages in terms of speed because the evaluation only involves two gates for each clock period. In addition, the distribution of clock signals is considerably simplified because only two clock phases are used.
Although this design style exhibits important advantages, its limitations must also be pointed out. First, only non-inverting stages can be interconnected since it is required to add a static inverter at the output of each stage to ensure that, prior to the precharge phase, all inputs of the next stage are set to 0. Second, it has been reported [1] , [3] that the implementation of Domino pipelines is not straightforward, requiring full custom designs with significant limitations. Furthermore, robustness must be taken into account [9] , [10] . The paper is organized as follows: in Section II, background on Domino logic and latch free multi-phase pipelines is given. Section III analyzes the challenges of two-phase Domino pipelines resulting from the noninverting feature of those gates. Section IV explores the implementation of inverting dynamic gates. Section V compares inverting versus non inverting dynamic gates for the target pipeline operation. Finally, conclusions are given in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
A conventional dynamic gate (or Domino gate) is shown in Figure 1 . It consists of a dynamic stage and a static output stage. A keeper transistor (WK) is added to protect dynamic node against leakage/noise. It operates in two phases called precharge (VCLK low) and evaluation (VCLK high). During the precharge phase, the dynamic node (VDYN) is precharged to VDD through MPREC (and, thus, the output is discharged), whereas during the evaluation phase, the pull-down network (PDN) and the footer transistor WFOOTER conditionally discharges the dynamic node depending on the applied input combination. This architecture is advantageous with respect to traditional Domino pipelines with latches, not only because of the saving associated to the removing of the latches, but also in terms of clock skew tolerance and potential for time borrowing [1] . Advantages in terms of operating frequency, energy, noise immunity or process parameter variations tolerance, as well as competitive trade-offs among these design criteria, can be obtained by using a single gate per clock phase (nanopipeline). In addition, using a clock scheme with only two phases is attractive for different reasons. Clock period must accommodate the evaluation of just two gates and the distribution of the clock signals is simplified. The rest of the paper focuses in these two-phase nanopipelines. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the target gate-level pipeline interconnection scheme. Each stage is a Domino gate.
III. ANALYSIS OF TWO-PHASE DOMINO NANOPIPELINES

Throughout failure
The latch free pipeline operation relies on the overlapping of consecutive clock phases to work. For this, the duty cycle in a two-phase scheme is larger than 50%. However, excessive increase of overlap can cause throughout or sliding failures [1] . Figure 4 illustrates it. Assume each stage in Figure 3 is a buffer. We expect to obtain the input sequence (IN) at the output of STG10 (OUT_CHAIN) after some latency. A wrong operation is observed. In order to analyse the problem the output of the first tree stage and the clock phases are also shown. STG1 evaluates with positive pulse of CLK1. Since the gate evaluates very fast, the one reaches STG2 before the falling edge of CLK2 and so, STG2 evaluate the new input data, which should not be evaluated until the next pulse of CLK2 for a correct pipeline operation. Note this narrow one is fully transmitted to STG3 (OUT3).
Robustness concerns
We have realized that the operating frequency of Domino nanopipelines is not independent of the number of pipeline stages as it should be. This behavior rises from the fact that in order to produce a logic one, a non-inverting gate requires one or more of its inputs to be also at logic one. This translates in that non-ideal logic ones get worse as they propagate through the logic network, eventually leading to a functional failure. Non-ideal logic ones could be the result of parameter or operating conditions variations [9] , [10] . Figure 5 illustrates this behavior.
This behavior can be explained on the basis of the input combination producing a zero-to-one transition. In Domino, being non-inverting, this output transition is associated with inputs combinations discharging the dynamic node. Discharging of the dynamic node requires one or more inputs being at logic one. "Good" ones are required to fully discharge dynamic node and produce a "good" output one. Moreover, non-ideal behavior of consecutive stages accumulates. A nonideal one causes that the dynamic node is not fully discharged. This translates in faster precharge of the dynamic node and so, even narrower logic one output. Thus, dynamic node of the next stage is discharged to a higher voltage level. These results suggest advantages related to the use of inverting stages.
IV. INVERTING DYNAMIC GATES
The most straightforward way to implement an inverting dynamic gate is by removing the static output inverter from the Domino topology or adding a second static inverting stage to it. However, in general, such gates cannot be chained. Their outputs precharge to high, so leading to the possible unintentionally discharging of the dynamic nodes of successive gates when entering evaluation, and before actual gate has evaluated. This is a well-known limitation of basic dynamic logic gates which motivates the addition of the static inverter to form the wide used Domino gate from which working circuits can be built. Figure 6 depicts the schematic of the proposed topology, in which the static inverter of the output stage of the Domino gate has been replaced by a static NAND gate and one static inverter. Note that the inputs of the NAND are the dynamic node and the clock, VCLK, For VCLK low, VNAND is pulled up independently of VDYN. The static inverter is added guarantying that the precharge value of the gate output (VOUT) is low as in Domino logic. For VCLK high, the NAND gate evaluates its input. For input combinations which discharge the dynamic node, the pull-down network is off and gate output remains low. For input combinations which do not discharge dynamic node, the NAND output node is pulled down and VOUT is pulled up.
Proposed Topology
This topology resembles the Delayed Output Evaluation (DOE) topology, we have proposed [11] to solve the problem of obtaining wide fan-in dynamic gates (required in some applications) with practical speed-noise tolerance trade-offs, a challenge in scaled technologies. In DOE a delayed version of the clock is used by the NAND gate and so a pair of extra inverters is used. It can be eliminated in the moderate fan-in gates used in logic circuits.
This simplified DOE gate exhibits the features we are looking for the two-phase pipelines. It is inverting (I) and its output precharge value is low (LP). Since the evaluation of the output is no longer delayed let's call it ILP gate.
In next Section we explore the suitability of this proposed topology to be used as building block for two-phase latch-free nanopipelines circuits which could benefit from its inverting nature to improve the classical Domino ones.
V. NON-INVERTING VERSUS INVERTING PIPELINE STAGES
COMPARISON
The nanopipeline depicted in Figure 7 has been implemented both in Domino (non-inverting) and with the proposed topology. Note it consists of gates of different complexity, fan-out and/or load associated with the interconnections. That is, there are two types of gates: a simple one (S) and a complex one (C). It is observed that the different situations of interest are being considered: consecutive simple stages, consecutive complex stages, simple stage followed by a complex and complex stage followed by a simple one.
Beyond the quantitative results for each topology, the goal of this work is to highlight the qualitative differences between them. Both nanopipelines have been designed using the UMC 1.2V 0.13μm CMOS commercial technology. The same transistor sizing has been used for both designs except for the keeper, which has been selected to suit each gate topology. Although only simulation results are reported, an integrated circuit has been fabricated from which experimental measurements will be obtained to compare the results presented in this work.
First of all we have evaluated the minimum and maximum overlap for each design. The overlap is determined by the duty cycle (DTC) of the clock signal. Table I shows the minimum and maximum DTC with a 4GHz clock signal. Effectively it is observed that the valid range is smaller for Domino than for the ILP version. In the case of Domino, the upper limit is associated with the occurrence of throughput failures. In the case of ILP, this is determined by an excessive reduction of the precharge phase that does not allow it to be carried out satisfactorily. The latter is less restrictive. In addition to this quantitative difference, there is an important qualitative difference associated to the distint origin of the upper limit for the DTC, or maximum allowed overlap between phases, that we will explain once the following experiment has been described.
We have carried out simulations in which a skew is introduced between the two clock phases and the maximum one allowed is evaluated. In this experiment, the DTC used for each topology is chosen to maximize skew tolerance. Again the frequency is 4GHz. Last two columns in Table I show the obtained results. For each topology, the maximum value of the skew expressed in units of time and in percentage of the period of the clock signal is indicated. We say that a circuit tolerates a certain skew if it operates correctly with a clock phase CLK2 both delayed and advanced by that amount of time. The results show that, as we expected, the ILP topology is more robust with respect to clock non-idealities than the Domino topology. Note that the optimal DTC value in the case of the ILP topology is above the maximum allowed for Domino. It could be thought that these differences were due to the fact that the frequency at which the measurements were taken is more favourable to the ILP architecture. That is, if the maximum frequency of the Domino circuit is below that of the ILP circuits, we would expect that the first one had less capacity to handle the skew. However, this is not true due to the qualitative difference above mentioned. In general, one way to increase the tolerated skew is to reduce the operating frequency. However, in the case of the Domino nanopipeline we are analyzing, decreasing the frequency is not a valid solution. In absolute terms the minimum and maximum overlap of the clock phases does not change with the frequency and therefore the amount in which the edges of one phase can move with respect to the other one without causing a malfunction is not increased.
Figures 8 (a) and (b) show simulations for Domino (at 4GHz) and ILP (at 3GHz and 4GHz) respectively. Simulations at the higher frequency with a skew value tolerated and another one not tolerated are shown. The chosen input sequence alternates groups of consecutive zeros and consecutive ones. Correct (wrong) operation is observed for the Domino pipeline with 20ps (30ps) of skew and for ILP one with skew equal to 50ps (70ps). We have verified that a correct Domino operation cannot be achieved even varying DTC at the reduced frequency for the second skew value (30ps). However it is achieved for ILP, as shown in Figure 8b , in which a simulation at the lower frequency with the second value of skew (70ps) is also depicted (waveform at the bottom of the figure).
The solution in the case of Domino would require a detailed design of each of the gates to, for example, slow down both the evaluation and the precharge of the simple gates.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed and compared the operation of latchfree two-phase gate-level pipelines implemented with Domino and with a proposed non inverting dynamic gate (ILP). Our experiments have shown the advantages of the ILP topology in terms of robustness. The superiority is due to the inverting feature of ILP. Because of it, ILP does not suffer from sliding failures and so the upper limit on the maximum tolerated clock overlap is less restrictive than for Domino. Also the accumulative effect of the variations in the individual gates is not exhibited by ILP. This robustness improvement translates in a simplification of the design of this high performance architectures which requires a full custom approach in Domino. 
